The other-race effect is the finding of diminished performance in recognition of other-race faces compared to those of own-race. It has been suggested that the other-race effect stems from specialized expert processes being tuned exclusively to own-race faces. In the present study, we measured recognition contrast thresholds for ownand other-race faces as well as houses for Caucasian observers. We have factored face recognition performance into two invariant aspects of visual function: efficiency, which is related to neural computations and processing demanded by the task, and equivalent input noise, related to signal degradation within the visual system. We hypothesized that if expert processes are available only to own-race faces, this should translate into substantially greater recognition efficiencies for own-race compared to other-race faces. Instead, we found similar recognition efficiencies for both own-and other-race faces. The other-race effect manifested as increased equivalent input noise. These results argue against qualitatively distinct perceptual processes. Instead they suggest that for Caucasian observers, similar neural computations underlie recognition of own-and other-race faces.
Introduction
Human visual face perception has long been regarded as "special". Broadly speaking, this concept refers to the idea that observers utilize separate, expert neural processes when recognizing faces, distinct from general-purpose mechanisms that underlie recognition of non-face visual stimuli (Farah, Wilson, Drain, & Tanaka, 1995 McKone, Kanwisher, & Duchaine, 2007; Moscovitch, Winocur, & Behrmann, 1997; Rhodes, 2013; Yin, 1969) . These processes have further been described as holistic vs. part-based, suggesting global vs. local recognition strategies differentiate between the two (see Behrmann, Richler, Avidan, & Kimchi, 2015 , for a review; Rossion, 2008; Tanaka & Farah, 1993 , 2003 Van Belle, De Graef, Verfaillie, Rossion, & Lefevre, 2010) . A variety of paradigms designed to probe these mechanisms have supported the notion of a holistic face-processing strategy (see Maurer, Grand, & Mondloch, 2002 , for a review) including the part/ whole advantage, in which subjects perform better in recognizing the features of a face (e.g. eyes, nose, and mouth) presented in the context of a whole face as opposed to viewing them in isolation (Tanaka & Farah, 1993) ; the composite face effect, where subjects incorrectly perceive changes in half of a face (e.g. upper) when it is fused with a half (e.g. bottom) from a different face (Hole, 1994; Young, Hellawell, & Hay, 1987) ; and the face-inversion effect (Yin, 1969) in which perception is substantially impaired when viewing inverted faces compared to upright.
It has further been suggested that global strategies may be specialized for own-race faces (e.g., Rhodes, Tan, Brake, & Taylor, 1989) . Human observers show a significant impairment in the ability to discern and discriminate identity in other-race faces (Meissner & Brigham, 2001 ). This diminished performance, termed the other-race effect, is consistent with the idea that other-race faces may not benefit from specialized expert processing that is primarily tuned for own-race faces. Indeed, Hancock and Rhodes (2008) found the magnitude of the otherrace effect in face recognition to be associated with cross-race differences in configural coding in a group of Caucasian and Chinese individuals that varied in their contact with the other race. Several other studies suggest more holistic processing for own-race compared to other-race faces based on greater part/whole advantage (Michel, Caldara, & Rossion, 2006; Tanaka, Kiefer, & Bukach, 2004) and larger composite face effects (Michel, Rossion, Han, Chung, & Caldara, 2006) for own-race faces. One caveat is that these effects are most evident in Caucasian observers, whereas Asian observers tend to demonstrate similar holistic processing for both own-and other-race faces (Mondloch et al., 2010; Tanaka et al., 2004) . As the other-race effect is observed reliably for both Asian and Caucasian observers, a lack of holistic processing may not necessarily be at the root of this phenomenon.
Nevertheless, these results on holistic processing do not rule out the possibility that the dramatically diminished performance with otherrace faces may stem from qualitatively distinct specialized processing tuned specifically to own-race faces.
In the present study we examine processing differences involving own-versus other-race faces without making assumptions regarding the specific strategies or computations involved (e.g. holistic vs. partbased). Instead, we focus on a black-box model of neural processing and aim to test whether observers' visual performance is consistent with distinct and dissociable mechanisms, or a common mechanism for both own-and other-race faces. We have reasoned that any specialized processing devoted to a particular stimulus category must satisfy a basic requirement: it must provide substantially superior processing ability exclusive to this object of expertise. Comparing human ability across visual object categories is not trivial due to challenges in separating the effects of physical attributes of the stimulus set, task demands and differences in neural processing strategies. One way to account for task difficulty and assess true human ability is to compare human performance to that of an ideal observer (Gold, Bennett, & Sekuler, 1999; Pelli, Burns, Farell, & Moore-Page, 2006; Pelli & Farell, 1999; Tjan, Braje, Legge, & Kersten, 1995) . The ideal observer is a computer simulation that goes through the same task as the human observer and performs in a statistically optimal fashion (Burgess, 1990; Kersten, 1990; Tjan et al., 1995) . As such, the ideal's performance provides a benchmark against which human performance can be compared. Utilizing an ideal observer makes it possible to calculate efficiency, which "strips away the intrinsic difficulty, leaving a pure measure of human ability" (Pelli et al., 2006, p. 4649) .
Efficiency concerns performance in the presence of external noise. In the absence of external noise, the ideal observer performs perfectly. On the other hand, the human observer is limited even when no external noise is present. This is considered to be due to internal noise that distorts neural signals in addition to added external noise. Therefore, performance in a visual task can be factored into two aspects of visual function: efficiency, related to the neural computations underlying the recognition task, and internal noise, related to signal deterioration within the visual system (Pelli, 1990; Pelli & Farell, 1999) . Qualitatively distinct specialized processing would be seen in substantially higher efficiencies, whereas superior performance stemming from quantitative differences based on common mechanisms would result in lower internal noise, and comparable efficiency. This approach has been utilized successfully to study a variety of visual tasks e.g., to examine whether detection of first-and second-order patterns are based on common or dissociable mechanisms (Allard & Faubert, 2006) and to investigate differences in processing of upright vs. inverted faces (Gaspar, Bennett, & Sekuler, 2008) , among others. Here we apply this methodology to examine potential differences in recognition processes between own-vs. other-race faces by testing Caucasian observers in three stimulus conditions: Caucasian faces, East Asian faces, and houses. In what follows, we will use the term "recognition" to indicate the ability to correctly identify a pattern among a set of known alternatives, as has been utilized in many previous studies of face perception (Butler, Blais, Gosselin, Bub, & Fiset, 2010; Guo, Oruc, & Barton, 2009; Martelli, Majaj, & Pelli, 2005; Nasanen, 1999) , and distinct from another meaning, which has also been often used in the field, to represent acknowledgment of a face as having been seen before (e.g., in an old/ new task).
Preview
We expected to find substantially higher efficiencies in the recognition of own-race faces compared to those of other-race. In addition, we expected that other-race face recognition efficiencies would be comparable to those of house recognition, our control stimulus category, which was included to provide an efficiency benchmark for recognition of non-face object category of comparable complexity.
Instead, we found that both own-and other-race face recognition efficiencies surpassed house recognition efficiency by more than sixfold. The two face categories did not differ in efficiency. Other-race face recognition was associated with significantly higher internal noise compared to own-race faces.
Methods

Subjects
24 adults (21 females, ages 19-35) with normal or corrected-tonormal vision participated in the study. The protocol was approved by the review boards of the University of British Columbia and Vancouver Hospital, and informed consent was obtained in accordance with the principles in the Declaration of Helsinki. Prior to participation, subjects completed a social exposure questionnaire that collected detailed biographical information as well as information that allowed us to gauge each subject's experience with Caucasian and East Asian faces. The inclusion criteria were: (1) subjects should be born and raised, until age 16, in a predominantly Caucasian community that does not provide significant exposure to East Asian faces; (2) subjects should not have lived in a predominantly East Asian community for more than 3 years; (3) subjects' self-rated exposure to Caucasian faces should be at least 4/ 5 and self-rated exposure to East Asian faces should be at most 2/5 on a scale where 1 represents "no contact" and 5 represents "extremely frequent and regular contact". The remainder of the questionnaire collected information that was used to confirm the consistency and accuracy of responses and self-rated exposure values. In case of perceived inconsistencies, potential subjects were contacted again and asked to clarify the conflicting responses.
The actual exposure statistics of the subjects were as follows: All subjects were born and raised in a predominantly Caucasian country. The subjects' self-rated exposure scores to Caucasians while growing up were uniformly 5/5 whereas mean exposure score to Asians while growing up was 1.29/5 (SD = 0.46). All subjects uniformly reported that 100% of their close relatives were Caucasian, indicating that there were not family members of multi-ethnic heritage. Thus, subjects selfreported minimal exposure during the first 16 years of life to East Asian individuals.
This lack of experience with East Asian faces growing up was also paralleled in the subjects' exposure in their adult years as well. When asked about their closest friends, Caucasians made up 91.25% (SD = 9.91) whereas East Asians made up 3.75% (SD = 6.47) of the friend group. In subjects' larger circle of colleagues and acquaintances 76.88% (SD = 14.59) are Caucasian compared to 17.50% (SD = 12.34) East Asian. Such continued limited exposure into adulthood ensured that subjects had substantial exposure to own-race Caucasian faces and minimal exposure to other-race East Asian faces.
To ensure that media exposure was not influencing results, we also asked about hours per week spent watching TV or movies with predominantly Caucasian and East Asian casts. On average, subjects watched 8 (SD = 5.73) hours of television, movies or internet videos per week. The overwhelming majority of that time is spent watching Caucasian casts at 7.13 (SD = 4.68) hours. Four subjects reported watching Japanese-style cartoons (anime)-between those four subjects, the average number of hours watched per week was 2 (SD = 0.82). Subjects reported watching 0 h of live-action media with predominantly East Asian casts.
In each possible comparison, subjects' exposure to Caucasian and East Asian faces conformed to our inclusion criteria by a large margin, thus satisfying the conditions to be labeled as a Caucasian group for the purposes of our study.
Experimental setup
We utilized a computer equipped with a Cambridge Research F. Shafai, I. Oruc Vision Research 143 (2018) 58-65 Systems (CRS) VSG 2/3 graphics card and a SONY Trinitron 17 in. monitor (model Multiscan17seII). An OptiCal photometer (model OP200-E) and software provided by CRS were used for luminance calibration. The display had a mean luminance of 25.9 cd/m 2 . The experiment was programmed in Matlab (www.mathworks.com) using tools from the CRS Toolbox for Matlab and Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997) . All subjects were seated 70 cm away from the screen.
Stimuli
This experiment utilized three stimulus categories: Caucasian faces, East Asian faces, and houses. Each exemplar stimuli was converted to greyscale and resized using Adobe Photoshop (www.adobe.com). At the viewing distance of 70 cm the house-or face-width was 6.75 degrees in size.
Caucasian faces
Five female faces were selected from the Karolinska Database of Emotional Faces (Lundqvist & Litton, 1998) . All the Caucasian faces had neutral expressions with a frontal pose and no distinguishing markings that could allow for discrimination based on accidental characteristics. The tip of the nose was used for the horizontal alignment and pupil height was used for the vertical alignment. All faces were viewed through an oval aperture. Luminance values inside this aperture were normalized such that average luminance was set to half maximum (i.e. 25.9 cd/m 2 ) and root-mean-squared (rms) contrast was set to 1 (see Oruc & Barton, 2010a , 2010b , for further details of the stimulus generation procedure).
East Asian faces
Five female faces in frontal pose were chosen from the NimStim database (Tottenham et al., 2009) . As with the Caucasian face stimuli, all were frontal pose with neutral expression and were edited to remove moles or other distinguishing features. All further stimulus generation steps were identical to those used to generate Caucasian face stimuli as described in the previous subsection.
House stimuli
The house stimuli were created in-house as control objects for the face stimuli. To create these stimuli photographs were taken of the portico, a covered porch leading into the front door of a home. These are a common architectural feature for homes in the Vancouver, British Columbia region. The porticos chosen had similar features (e.g. style of front doors, house siding, stairs) that were arranged in the same firstorder configuration among the five exemplars, analogous to the configuration of features of the face stimuli. Adobe Photoshop CS5 and Illustrator CS5 (www.adobe.com) were used to remove any identifying features, such as addresses, plants, or decorations. As in the face stimuli, each house had an oval aperture placed to cover the external information, leaving the portico to be the focal point of the stimuli. The photos were scaled to ensure all components of the covered overhang were contained within the height and width of the oval aperture (see Fig. 1 ). House stimuli were the same size as the face stimuli, i.e., 6.75 degrees of visual angle in width at the 70 cm viewing distance.
For all stimuli, we specified rms contrast defined as the standard deviation of luminance divided by mean luminance. Mean luminance was set to half maximum luminance for each image, while rms contrast was set to 1 inside the oval aperture so as to ensure standard contrast across the stimuli prior to experimental manipulation of contrast. Inhouse scripts in Matlab were used to create the oval mask and adjust the luminance and contrast.
Noise
Independent, identically distributed Gaussian white noise was added to the face and house stimuli in half of all trials. Power spectral density of the noise was fixed throughout the experiment at 2.3040 × 10 −5 deg 2 at the viewing distance of 70 cm.
Procedure
Each trial consisted of the following sequence: a 150-ms fixation cross, a 150-ms blank, the stimulus display for 150 ms, a 150-ms blank, and finally the choice screen which displayed the five choices until the observer selected an answer on the keyboard (Fig. 2) . For each stimulus class, identification contrast thresholds were measured at 82% accuracy with and without added white noise in a five-alternative forced-choice paradigm (5-AFC). The keys on the number pad of a computer keyboard were used to spatially represent the position of the face or house stimuli on the choice screen. Auditory feedback signals were provided in the form of a single click for correct responses and two clicks for incorrect responses. Subjects completed all three conditions (Caucasian faces, East Asian faces, and houses) in a counter-balanced order. For each stimulus condition subjects completed three phases in the following order: (1) familiarization, (2) practice and (3) experimental.
Familiarization and practice phase
In each stimulus condition, subjects were shown an animation video that introduced the task. The animation began with a short description of the stimuli, followed by a 10 s familiarization period where each of the five exemplars appeared at the center of the screen in succession before the animation moved on to describe the task and procedure. The animation illustrated mock trials in which an exemplar stimulus was shown with the choice screen next to it. The animation asked, "Which face/house is it?" and waited 3 s before indicating the correct answer with a red circle. Finally, there were four practice trials included in the animation in which participants were shown a trial as described in the procedure and asked if they could identify the correct answer. It displayed the test stimuli for 2 s before showing the choice screen. After waiting 3 s, the correct answer was indicated by a red circle. The animation was created in Keynote and converted to an AVI video.
After viewing the animation subjects were asked to take a quiz. The quiz stimuli were all suprathreshold versions of the experimental stimuli. Each trial began with a 150-ms fixation cross, followed by a blank screen for 150 ms, then the test stimulus displayed for 1 s, a second 150-ms blank screen, and finally an answer choice screen which was displayed until the subject responded by entering the number indicating which face or house they saw. The quiz consisted of a warm up of 10 trials followed by 20 trials to confirm they understood the task and had enough familiarity with the individual exemplars of the stimulus condition to achieve at least 90% accuracy. If a subject could not reach the 90% accuracy criterion (i.e. 18/20 correct), the quiz was repeated until the criterion was met. The quiz was designed in SuperLab version 5.0 (www.superlab.com) and was presented on a Dell laptop computer (model 3750) equipped with a 17-in antiglare LED screen.
Following the quiz, participants moved to the experimental setup to begin the practice phase of the experiment. Subjects were seated in the dark and presented with the first practice block. While the task was similar to what they performed in the quiz, here, two randomly-interleaved psychophysical staircases were employed to estimate the contrast threshold for identification. Both staircases measured contrast thresholds at 82% accuracy, with one staircase presenting the stimuli with no noise and the other presenting stimuli with added white noise. Staircases utilized the QUEST procedure (Watson & Pelli, 1983) in Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997) . The first two practice blocks presented the test stimuli for 1000 ms and 500 ms, respectively. The last two practice blocks both presented the test stimuli for 150 ms, the same length of time as the stimulus presentation in the experimental phase. Each staircase consisted of 40 trials, totalling 80 trials in each block. After the practice period, subjects were asked to take a break while the experimenter reviewed the threshold estimates F. Shafai, I. Oruc Vision Research 143 (2018) 58-65 from the final two practice blocks. If there was consistency amongst the two no-noise condition estimates and the two white noise condition estimates then participants moved on to the experimental phase of the study. Consistency was defined as the higher threshold being no more than twice the lower threshold. Additionally, if the average of the nonoise thresholds were higher than that of the white noise condition (which is the more difficult task), then the results were labeled as "inconsistent." Subjects with inconsistent results were asked to repeat the practice phase of the study until the conditions of consistency were met.
Experimental phase
Subjects in the experimental phase of the study were asked to complete six repetitions of the experiment blocks in each of the three stimulus categories. Each block contained two randomly-interleaved staircases to estimate contrast thresholds at 82% accuracy, where one staircase presented the stimuli without noise and the other presented it with added white noise. Thus, a total of 80 trials were completed in each block. Trials began with a 150-ms fixation cross, a 150-ms blank screen, followed by the test stimulus for 150 ms, another 150-ms blank screen, and then the answer choice screen was displayed until the subject responded by entering the number indicating which face or house had been displayed (Fig. 2) .
Data analysis
Contrast threshold estimates at the no-noise and white noise conditions for the human observers and those at the white noise condition for the ideal observer were estimated. Further analyses of these measurements were carried out to separate the human observers' visual sensitivity in the three stimulus category conditions into two Fig. 1 . The house (portico) stimuli. A portico is a type of entrance to the front door of the home with a small roof, stairs, and two pillars. These stimuli are created to match the face stimuli in the sense that they are also complex natural images with features arranged in the same first-order configuration (roof above door, door above stairs, with two pillars on the side). Individual exemplars of the house stimuli differed from one another in subtle variations of the appearance of the features themselves and the spacing between them (second-order configuration). Fig. 2 . Protocol for the 5-AFC identification task. A 150-ms fixation cross is followed by a blank screen for 150 ms, then the test stimuli for 150 ms, another 150-ms blank screen, and finally the choice screen was displayed until the subject made a selection via key press. F. Shafai, I. Oruc Vision Research 143 (2018) [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] components: efficiency and equivalent input noise (Pelli, 1990; Pelli & Farell, 1999) .
Contrast thresholds
This experiment was conducted with three stimulus conditions: East Asian faces, Caucasian faces, and houses, in a counter-balanced order across subjects. All subjects completed six blocks of each condition (i.e., a total of 18 blocks), providing six independent threshold estimates for the no-noise, and the white noise conditions. For each condition, the minimum and maximum of the six threshold estimates were discarded, leaving four estimates to be averaged for further analysis. If the average no-noise threshold was larger than the white noise condition, or if the maximum of the four estimates was greater than twice the lowest, the results would be considered "inconsistent." In that case, the subject would be asked to repeat a single session of the 6-blocks.
Ideal observer
We compared human subjects' thresholds to those of an ideal observer to assess human performance in each of the three stimulus categories independent of the intrinsic difficulty of the task. An ideal observer is a computer simulation that is given the same stimulus information and task as the human observers and responds in a statistically optimal fashion based on that information. In the present study, we utilized the ideal observer to estimate the least signal energy possible to perform the task in the white noise conditions (Burgess, 1990; see Geisler, 2011 , for a review; Green & Swets, 1966; Kersten, 1990; Tjan et al., 1995) for all three stimulus categories. At any given trial, the ideal observer was presented with a test stimulus, one of the five stimulus exemplars chosen at random with equal probability, displayed at the contrast determined by the psychophysical staircase, with added Gaussian white noise. Noise power was constant throughout the experiment and identical to that used with human observers. The ideal observer responded at each trial by choosing the stimulus template (exemplar) with the highest conditional probability given the noisy stimulus. Since all five templates were chosen randomly with equal probability and the noise mask was independent and identically distributed Gaussian white noise, the ideal observer's response was based on the template that minimized the Euclidian distance between the noisy stimulus and the template at the trial contrast (for further details see Oruc, Guo, & Barton, 2011; Tjan et al., 1995) .
Efficiency
Following Pelli and Farell (1999) , we computed high-noise efficiency E as
where c N 2 and c 0 2 denote squared contrast threshold at the white noise and the no-noise conditions, respectively.
Equivalent input noise
Equivalent input noise refers to the internal noise added by the human visual system to the stimulus. It accounts for the human observer's non-zero threshold when no external noise is present in the display. Equivalent input noise, N eq , is equal to the absolute value of the x-axis intercept of the threshold elevation curve as a function noise spectral density of the external white noise given by 
where N ext denotes the spectral density of the external noise. Fig. 3 illustrates the computation of equivalent input noise based on the contrast threshold estimates in the no-noise and white-noise conditions for a single subject, S05.
Results
Fig . 4a shows group data for recognition efficiency plotted for the three stimulus categories: Caucasian faces, East Asian faces and houses. Planned pairwise comparisons showed that both own-race face efficiency (median = 0.43) and other-race face efficiency (median = 0.42) were significantly higher than house efficiency (median = 0.08) (both p's < < .001, nonparametric Bootstrap test), while own-race efficiency was not significantly greater than other-race efficiency (p = .47). Fig. 4b shows average equivalent input noise across subjects for the three stimulus categories: Caucasian faces, East Asian faces and houses. Pairwise comparisons show that equivalent input noise for other-race faces was significantly higher than that of own-race faces (p = .01, nonparametric Bootstrap test). Equivalent noise in the house condition did not differ significantly from either own-race (p = .34) or other-race (p = .14) face conditions.
Discussion
Other-race faces are harder to recognize: individual exemplars are more readily confused (e.g., Lindsay, Jack, & Christian, 1991; Walker & Hewstone, 2006) , and harder to remember (Meissner & Brigham, 2001) . Own-and other-race faces elicit distinct electrophysiological responses (Vizioli, Rousselet, & Caldara, 2010; Wiese, Kaufmann, & Schweinberger, 2014) and may depend on distinct neural representations (Armann, Jeffery, Calder, & Rhodes, 2011; Jaquet, Rhodes, & Hayward, 2008; Rostamirad, Barton, & Oruc, 2009) . Cognitive theories that have been put forward include a contact hypothesis, implicating the differences in experience with own-versus other-race faces, as well as a sociocognitive account that suggests negative attitudes towards other races or a lack of motivation to identify other-race faces play a role (see Rossion & Michel, 2011 , for a review). At the perceptual level, Fig. 3 . Illustration of the equivalent input noise calculation based on data from a single subject, S05, in the Caucasian face condition. Open circles denote individual threshold estimates with and without added external noise. Equivalent input noise is estimated from the x-axis intercept of the threshold elevation curve, marked with an arrow on the graph. F. Shafai, I. Oruc Vision Research 143 (2018) 58-65 it has been suggested that own-and other-race faces are processed by separate, dissociable mechanisms such that other-race faces do not benefit from specialized expert processes that underlie recognition of own-race faces (Michel, Rossion, et al., 2006; Rhodes et al., 1989; Tanaka et al., 2004) . Our study aimed to test this perceptual hypothesis. We measured face recognition performance in a well-characterized group of Caucasian observers. We factored their recognition performance into two invariant aspects of visual function: efficiency and equivalent input noise. Based on the expectation of the other-race effect, the possible outcomes were that observers have lower efficiency, or higher equivalent input noise, or both, for other-race faces. Our findings revealed similar efficiency but higher equivalent input noise in the recognition of other-race faces compared to those of own-race. This result is surprising in light of previous reports showing substantial reductions in efficiency for inverted (Gaspar et al., 2008; Yang, Shafai, & Oruc, 2014) and contrast reversed (Gaspar et al., 2008) faces. Face recognition expertise is often appreciated in comparison to how drastically recognition performance drops for other-race, inverted and contrast reversed faces. Present results show that the reasons behind these performance reductions are likely distinct. Efficiency relates to the neural computations underlying a perceptual task. Thus, the critical test of our hypothesis depends on efficiencies: specialized expert processing exclusively for own-race faces predicts substantially greater recognition efficiency reflecting superior neural computations. In order to quantify our expectation of 'substantially greater' efficiency we included a control condition-the house stimuli, with presumed similar image complexity with the face stimuli. The house stimuli were designed to have distinct features (e.g., roof, door, columns, stairs) that shared the same first-order configuration (see Fig. 1 ). Individual house stimuli differed from each other in subtle variation in the relative distances between features as well as minor changes in the appearance of the individual features, analogous to the way faces differ from each other. Thus, our house stimuli constitute a more suitable comparison than e.g. letter stimuli used in previous studies (e.g., Gold et al., 1999) . Since house stimuli would not be recognized with expert face processes, but rather through a generalpurpose object-recognition route, efficiencies in this control stimulus category provide a benchmark for comparison with own-race face efficiency.
Our results showed that efficiency in both face conditions were significantly and substantially greater than that in the house condition. Efficiencies for own-vs. other-race faces did not differ. Strict inclusion criteria for participants based on responses to a detailed social exposure questionnaire ensured minimal lifetime exposure to East Asian faces in our subject group, and thus precluded alternative explanations regarding potential unascertained exposure through life events or media. Own-race face efficiency was numerically slightly higher than that for other-race faces, however, this difference was not statistically significant. This failure to find a significant difference was not due to a lack of statistical power: house efficiencies were reduced by approximately a factor of six compared to both face conditions-a substantial and highly significant difference observed with the same methodology within the same set of participants. Previous studies show that identification efficiencies vary as a function of stimulus size (Pelli & Farell, 1999; Pelli et al., 2006; Tjan et al., 1995; Yang et al., 2014) . Our face efficiencies are comparable to those previously reported for upright own-race faces at similar face sizes (Yang et al., 2014) .
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Another factor that has been shown to affect identification efficiencies is stimulus complexity. Pelli et al. (2006) reported inverse proportionality between identification efficiency for a variety of typographical stimuli, and perimetric complexity, which is defined as the squared sum of inside and outside perimeters divided by the area of the stimulus. While this definition of perimetric complexity is highly useful in characterizing binary images composed of a clear foreground (representing the stimulus) and a background (e.g., Watson, 2012) it is not trivially extendable to natural images such as images of faces and houses. Thus, an important shortcoming of our study is that our stimulus categories are not quantitatively equated for complexity. This shortcoming is shared by other studies that compare efficiencies across stimulus categories (e.g., Gold et al., 1999; Tjan et al., 1995) and it is also one that is not easily mitigated. While future research and discussion on a broader definition of complexity that applies to a variety of stimulus categories including natural images would be of great value, here we focus on how potential complexity differences among our stimuli may impact the interpretation of our results. F. Shafai, I. Oruc Vision Research 143 (2018) 58-65 We have found similar efficiencies for the two face conditions and reduced efficiency for an entirely different stimulus category, houses. Therefore, it is possible that this is due to greater stimulus complexity in the house condition compared to the face conditions. Even though we have attempted to minimize complexity differences between the face and house stimulus categories in our specific design for the house stimuli, this does not guarantee equality. On the other hand, if differences in stimulus complexity remain, the sixfold drop in efficiency for houses would imply a fairly significant complexity difference between faces and houses. Based on Pelli et al. (2006) , this would require houses to have six times greater complexity than faces-a difference similar to the difference between a single letter and a 6-letter word. While it is not possible to directly rule out complexity difference as an alternative explanation for our results, it is hard to conceive of a valid definition of complexity that would call for such an extreme difference between the face and house stimuli used in our study.
The other-race effect was observed in the form of differences in equivalent input noise. Overall, our equivalent input noise measurements are in the same range as those reported in Pelli and Farell (1999) for identification of letters at sizes similar to present study. Our results revealed elevated internal noise for other-race faces compared to both own-race faces and houses, though the difference reached significance only for own-race faces. Equivalent input noise is associated with degradation of the stimulus along the visual pathway. Potential sources of internal noise include stimulus degradation due to optical aberrations in the eye, variability in photon absorption at the level of the photoreceptors, addition of neural noise along the visual pathway and variability of decision criteria (Legge, Kersten, & Burgess, 1987; Radhakrishnan & Pardhan, 2006; Raghavan, 1995; Wickelgren, 1968) . According to Pelli and Farell (1999) low-level sources such as photon noise dominate equivalent input noise at small stimulus sizes up to 1 degree visual angle, whereas for larger stimuli such as those used in our study, higher-level neural noise sources are implicated. Our data do not readily lend themselves to pinpointing the specific source of the difference in internal noise between own-and other-race faces, however, we can speculate that a cortical source is the most likely origin for this effect.
Our main result makes a strong case against qualitatively distinct processing exclusively devoted to own-race faces. Although we have not examined holistic processing or any specific recognition strategy in our study, our results are generally consistent with previous work that suggested both own-and other-race faces are processed holistically (Harrison, Gauthier, Hayward, & Richler, 2014; Mondloch et al., 2010) . On the flip-side, our results are also consistent with the possibility that neither face category in our study was recognized via expert processes. It has been proposed that expert-level performance with faces are exclusive only to those familiar to the observers (Andrew & Burton, 2017) . While it is true that our observers were highly familiarized with the five individual exemplars of each face category, it remains unclear whether this picture-based training provides the same type of familiarization gained from exposure to a diverse set of images representing a wide range of within-person variability, such as views from different angles or under different lighting conditions. It will be important to examine in future studies whether the present pattern of results would generalize to personally familiar faces.
Examination of automated face recognition algorithms show that fundamentally distinct computations are not necessary for the otherrace effect to emerge (O'Toole & Natu, 2013) . Indeed, a number of algorithms trained predominantly on faces of one race exhibit effects analogous to other-race effects seen in human observers. The question of what neural factors underlie the other-race effect remains. It is possible that similar to artificial recognition systems, the other-race effect in humans stem from the same computational framework whose parameters have been optimized for own-race faces during development. In this context, our results are also consistent with an account of the other-race affect based on the contact hypothesis. Finally, our results apply only to Caucasian observers viewing East Asian faces. Future work is needed to clarify whether our results generalize to other observer and stimulus ethnicities (e.g., East Asian observers, African faces).
Conclusions
The other-race effect was reflected in increased equivalent input noise for other race faces, not reduced efficiency. Recognition efficiencies for own-and other-race faces were similar but significantly greater than efficiency for house recognition-a large difference that is unlikely to be accounted for by complexity differences. Similar efficiency for own-and other-race faces stands in stark contrast to previous findings of substantially reduced efficiencies for inverted and contrast reversed faces indicating that the root cause of reduced recognition of other-race faces is entirely distinct from those hypothesized for inversion and contrast reversal. These results do not support the idea of distinct neural mechanisms tuned to own-race faces, and instead suggests qualitatively similar processing for both own-and other-race faces.
